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Practices. Arbitration & ADR, Class Actions & Derivative Actions, Cyber Affairs & Artificial Intelligence, Defense

Industries & Homeland Security, Litigation & Dispute Resolution

Ishay is a partner in the firm's Litigation department, promoted to partner in 2024 after joining the firm as a young attorney in

September 2016.

Experienced in handling commercial and civil litigation, Ishay is also well versed in many different types of disputes, including

those involving contracts, technology, real estate, torts, air pollution, and more, both on behalf of defendants and plaintiffs. Over

the years Ishay has represented a wide variety of clients in the courts, arbitrations, and mediations, both from the private and

public sectors, including moshavim and kibbutzim, farmers, water and sewerage corporations, and healthcare clients, such as

Clalit Health Services.

Ishay also specializes in administrative law, and represents various public bodies, including the Israeli government, in petitions

submitted to the High Court and the Court of Administrative Affairs.

Ishay has a unique specialization in the cyber field.

Ishay is also a certified mediator and a judge at the Disciplinary Court in the Tel Aviv district.

Ishay interned in 2013 in New York, at the office of Judge Martin Ritholtz, a civil judge in the Supreme Court of Queens County.

Ishay participated in the training course for directors led by Dr. Shlomo Ness, and took part in in-depth training covering privacy

protection laws, cyber, immediate security, and GDPR, on behalf of the Israel Bar Association.

Education Bar-Ilan University (LL.M., 2017) (candidate)
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Bar-Ilan University (LL.B, 2014)

Bar Admission Israel Bar Association, 2015



Languages Hebrew, English
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